Receptors and Binding Structures for Clostridium difficile Toxins A and B.
Two characteristics of toxins A and B from C. difficile (TcdA, TcdB) are important for the understanding of the pathogenic effect of these homologous toxins. First, these toxins are huge single-chain but multidomain proteins that display their action intracellularly within the cytosol of host cells. And second, albeit various cell types highly differ in their sensitivity toward these toxins, no toxin-resistant cell type has been described yet. Investigation of receptor-mediated uptake of these toxins is very ambitious. It demands discrimination between cell surface binding, interaction with more than one functional receptor responsible for uptake as well as other functional receptors that recognize bacterial pathogens and are not necessarily related with endocytosis. The current understanding of a complex uptake process is that TcdB interacts with at least two facultative receptors that mediate entry into host cells by redundant endocytotic pathways. Although both homologous toxins do obviously not share the same receptors, this principle of redundant binding domains found for TcdB does also account for TcdA.